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This script is an extract, with gaps, from the book “Introduction to the Mathematical

Treatment of the Natural Sciences I - Analysis” by Christoph Luchsinger and Hans

Heiner Storrer, Birkhäuser Scripts. As a student you should buy the book as well and

work your way through it completely during the course MAT 182. You are allowed

to save this PDF and modify it as you like, for your own use during MAT 182. For

further use outside of MAT 182, please contact the lecturer, Christoph Luchsinger of

the University of Zürich, in advance. The copyright remains with Birkhäuser!

D. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS DE

15. THE CONCEPT OF A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
(DIFFERENTIALGLEICHUNG)

For many students the material up to this point will have been repetition (with the

exceptions of chapters 8 and 14). Differential equations (DEs), our next topic, are new

ground. DEs are centrally important as an instrument for modelling in the natural sci-

ences, in engineering and in economics. DEs are deterministic approaches to modelling;

the stochastic (random) approaches will follow in the spring semester.

New and confusing about DEs is that we have everything in a single equation: the

derivative y′ (which just as before also represents the slope of the graph), the function

y itself, and the argument x, for example in the form

y′ =
y

x
.

Another jarring novelty is that the solution is a function y(x) and not as elsewhere a

number. Also central to the applied sciences is the ability to frame a DE as such. We

will practice this in Chapter 15 using some applications.
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(15.0) General information about radioactive decay – not in the book

Periodic table with excess neutrons at high atomic numbers:

N

Z
=̇1 + 0.015(N + Z)2/3

If they are too far outside the valley of stability, isotopes decay through one of the

following: α decay (from N +Z > 200), β− decay (when there are too many neutrons),

β+ decay (when there are too many protons); γ decay then accompanies the above. The

abovementioned valley of stability exists.

To motivate the first DE which we will examine (15.3 a), we look now at the instant of

decay of an isotope. The time until the decay of a given individual isotope is random,

unpredictable, and memoryless. One speaks of spontaneous decay (spontaner Zerfall),

occurring until a stable condition is reached. The atoms decay independently of each

other (as long as no chain reactions occur). On the basis of these physical findings we

conclude that, of one kilogramm of Pu239, a certain quantity will decay in the next

hour. If we wait 2 hours, about twice as much will decay. If we additionally double

(or halve) the initial amount present, then twice (half) as much will decay. In sum,

the decrease in quantity of Pu239 is proportional to the elapsed time and

to the current quantity. In the coming pages we will see how this result informs our

modelling.
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A short digression on nuclear energy / nuclear weapons:

* If heavy isotopes are split, we have excess neutrons. These excess neutrons can then

split further atoms, resulting in a chain reaction.

* The energy is gained according to E = mc2 (Albert Einstein) from the loss of mass

(the split pieces are lighter than the original! - the rest was converted into energy; such

a thing by definition does not occur in chemistry (law of conservation of mass)). In this

context we have the following curve:
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(15.3) Examples of differential equations

a) Radioactive decay

To recap quickly, we need:

f ′(x) = lim
∆x→0

f(x+ ∆x)− f(x)

∆x

or with time as the variable:

f ′(t) = lim
∆t→0

f(t+ ∆t)− f(t)

∆t
.

a1) Modelling
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a2) Observations

What is the significance of the K in y(t) = Ke−λt? We take t = 0 and obtain:

Terminology:

* N(0) = N0 is called an initial condition, IC (in German: Anfangsbedingung, AB)

* N(t) = Ke−λt is called the general solution

* N(t) = N0e
−λt is called the particular solution with the IC N(0) = N0.
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A few notes on exponential resp. geometric behaviour (next 6 pages)

Exponential vs Geometric, eλt, e−λt
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Half-life period T1/2
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And now on the increase: Doubling period T2

After one year of a mathematics course, one can prove the following characteristics of

geom/exp behaviour:

Constant time to double if and only if we have exponential (continuous) or geometric

(discrete) growth.

and analogously

Constant time to halve if and only if we have exponential (continuous) or geometric

(discrete) decrease.

Furthermore, the following assertion holds for geometric or exponential behaviour:

adding/subtracting along the x-axis is the same as multiplying/dividing along the y-axis.
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Radioactive waste: misconception and truth

downright foolish: “after 30,000 years all the waste has decayed”: first of all that should

be 24,110 years (half-life of Pu239) and anyway: that’s only the half-life − > the (other)

half of it will still be there!

slightly more intelligent: “in a constant span of time the remaining quantity is halved”:

this is true if we only have/consider the isotope Pu239 and if we don’t make any new

Pu239. Then one could argue that the quantity quickly goes to 0, because e−λt goes

very quickly to 0 (this last is true - but it would still be a very long time):

Aside: when we say that something “goes quickly to 0”, we typically mean that in

comparison to a power relation such as

1

tα

where α > 0. Powers (in the denominator) do in fact go to 0 more slowly in the long

term!

On the next page you can see how the highly radioactive waste (Hochaktiver Abfall,

HAA) from the annual production of 1 GW (electrical) decays. Note the following 5

points with regard to this graph:

1. Radioactive materials are being created over and over again as products of decay

chains.

2. From the start, a mixture of various radioactive isotopes is present.

3. This is graphed on log-log axes. Since the result is more or less a straight line, it

follows (see Chapter 18) that this is in reality a power relation - so a slow decline.

4. Along the y-axis we do not have the remaining isotopes themselves, but rather the

toxicity in sieverts. This takes into account their harmfulness to humans; the energy

of the radiation, whether α, β, γ-radiation and from which isotopes (this also helps us

know into which organs the isotopes would be absorbed if ingested).

5. Instead of one repository site, if we divided the same material among 100 sites (there

are many reasons not to do this), the toxicity would also decrease by a factor of 100

(along a log-10 axis by 2 units).
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The C-14 dating method

Problems of this method - please look up details in technical literature:

1. False results due to solar activity

2. False results due to remaining radionuclides from surface tests of atomic weapons

before 1963: as a result of the atom bomb tests before 1963, the concentration of C14

relative to C12 was nearly doubled:

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Radiocarbon_bomb_spike.

svg

3. The wood in old houses tells us when the tree was cut down, not when the house

was built....

4. Combustion of fossil fuels increases the proportion of C14-free CO2 (fossil fuel is old,

and thus almost solely C12).

5. https://schweizermonat.ch/wie-wissen-wir-dass-oetzi-5300-jahre-alt-ist

And with that we’ll stop listing corollaries to eλt.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Radiocarbon_bomb_spike.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Radiocarbon_bomb_spike.svg
https://schweizermonat.ch/wie-wissen-wir-dass-oetzi-5300-jahre-alt-ist
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Now we will look at many more examples in which DEs make themselves useful as

suitable modelling tools. In Chapter 15 we will concern ourselves mainly with the

deployment of DEs. Their solution - if at all - will follow in chapter 16.

b) Population growth
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c) Spread of infectious disease

My column (in German) in the magazine Schweizer Monat:

www.schweizermonat.ch/alles-waechst-exponentiell

e) Bimolecular reactions

www.schweizermonat.ch/alles-waechst-exponentiell
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Examples of systems of DEs:

Can you guess a solution of:

SIR
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www.luchsinger-mathematics.ch/as10.pdf www.luchsinger-mathematics.ch/me.html

https://schweizermonat.ch/wie-man-eine-epidemie-stoppt

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwarzer_Tod

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwarzer_Tod
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Lanchester DE: Once Upon a Time in the West vs High Noon - parallel or serial?

More at https://schweizermonat.ch/wo-ist-frank/ .

Lotka-Volterra equations (also called predator-prey equations, voluntary): see the web

or as mentioned, Dr Luchsinger’s old Basel lectures

What could be asked on the exam about systems of DEs?
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(15.4) General information about differential equations

→ read in the book

What kinds of DEs are possible? A few tips:

* ordinary and partial (we won’t deal with the latter)

* 1st order with y′, y and 2nd order with y′′, y′, y (again, we won’t deal with the latter

- except to verify existing solutions or search for constant solutions)

The general form of an explicit first-order DE is y′ = F (x, y), where F is a function of

two variables. We will see plenty of examples, such as for instance

y′ =
2y

x
y′ = x− y + 1, usw. .

Before going further we state formally what we mean by a solution of the DE y′ =

F (x, y): a function y = f(x) is called a solution of this DE if for all x in the domain of

definition D it holds that f ′(x) = F (x, f(x)) .

Important:

1. Next, read the corresponding chapter of the book yourself.

2. Solve at least 5 of the end-of-chapter exercises and compare your answers with those

in the back of the book. If needed, solve more than 5.

3. Now you are ready to attend an exercise session. Print the relevant part of the

exercise script in advance, read through the exercises there in advance and start to

think about them yourself (for example, how you might approach solving them).

4. Next, solve the problems on the worksheet. Always try them first yourself. If it

doesn’t work, try with a tip from a fellow student. If it still doesn’t work, look at

another student’s solution, wait 1 hour and try to solve it again from your own head.

If none of that works: follow another student’s solution (but be sure you understand it

- in particular see that you aren’t copying someone else’s mistakes!)

5. Solve the corresponding problems from past exams in the course archive.


